
CHILD LABOR IN THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Kids learn about child labor during the Industrial Revolution including types of jobs, earnings, long hours, dangerous
working conditions, reform, and interesting .

These acts limited the number of hours that children could work and placed regulations on workplaces in
terms of safety and cleanliness. Whereas, an adult made have resisted or fought back. In some countries,
government policy contributes to this difficulty. Families quickly migrated from the rural farm areas to the
newly industrialized cities to find work. Children with fathers who worked in domestic outwork or casual
laborers started working sooner than those whose fathers worked as tradesmen, seamen or service workers
because their work wages were dramatically affected thus resulting in the need of having everyone in the
family work. Congress passed such laws in and , but the Supreme Court declared them unconstitutional. Since
fines were not large and enforcement was not strict, the implicit tax placed on the employer or family was
quite low in comparison to the wages or profits the children generated [Nardinelli ]. Both parents and children
considered this a fair arrangement unless the master was abusive. It happened one evening, when her apron
was caught by the shaft. In many cases, children weren't paid at all, but worked for their room and board.
Children were employed as " Pauper apprentices" and "Scavengers. Yet, one of the most influential inventions
that helped facilitate the progression of the Industrial Revolution was the Watt steam engine, which was the
first steam engine powered by coal. These two seemingly contradictory claims can be reconciled because the
labor market for child labor was not a national market. Deane, Phyllis. Furthermore, children were often
required to work on machines that they were not tall enough to operate safely. All questions considered the
time of the Industrial era brings on an entirely new experience of life as you will discover in the emphasis of
children of this time displayed within this page. Also, the children were to attend school for no less than two
hours during the day. Many laws restricting child labor were passed as part of the progressive reform
movement of this period. On the other hand, some scholars believe that the laws reduced the number of
younger children working and reduced labor hours in general [Chapman and Plener ]. Laws have been
developed, which ameliorated the conditions in these industrial cities--mostly in the west. Child Labor Mining
in the Industrial Revolution. Last but not least, mill owners and their close relatives were no longer debarred
from hearing cases brought under previous Acts, but were unlikely to be effectively supervised by their
colleagues on the local bench or be zealous in supervising other mill owners. One explanation came from the
industrialists and factory owners â€” children were a cheap source of labor that allowed them to stay
competitive. Whether it was in factories, mines or other workplaces, children were expected to work in hot
and dangerous conditions for low amounts of pay and long gruelling hours. Putting an End to Child Labor In
the United States, a real effort to regulate and put an end to child labor began in the early s. In addition, since
the machines had reduced many procedures to simple one-step tasks, unskilled workers could replace skilled
workers. They had long and inflexible work hours. This led several states to establish a minimum wage for
labor and minimal requirements for school attendance.


